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Abstract
Centralisation of cancer services is ongoing in many countries due to the rapid increase of knowledge in
oncology, the interdisciplinary of many cancer treatments and economic pressure. This study investigated
whether cancer patients are willing to accept this additional burden. All patients who came in February 2012 for
a consultation or an ambulant treatment were asked to answer to a survey. The questionnaire covered among
other six questions whether the patients would be willing to travel more frequently or further away. These
questions were split in two groups: one for a slightly more efficacious therapy and the other for a therapy with
slightly fewer side effects. To travel more frequently is well accepted as a clear majority of patients say yes or
rather yes to travel more frequently for a more efficacious therapy (67%) as for a therapy with fewer side effects
(62%). To travel further away doesn't have a clear majority as 51% of the patients say yes or rather yes for a
more efficacious therapy and 49% for a therapy with fewer side effects. General acceptance of travelling further
away as a consequence of centralisation of oncology services cannot be assumed. Particularly elderly patients are
reluctant to it and will require specific solutions.
Keywords: access to care, elderly patients, burden of disease, therapy efficiency
1. Background
Centralisation of cancer services is ongoing in many countries due to the rapid increase of knowledge in
oncology and the interdisciplinary of many cancer treatments and due to economic pressure. Nevertheless
evidence that centralisation of cancer services lead to cost-effective care is incomplete (Ke et al., 2012). The
need to travel for treatment cause many practical, emotional and financial problems for patients and burden them
with additional worry concerning family and work commitments (Butow et al., 2012). Recent publications
highlighted as well the travel-related burden for cancer patients (Zucca et al., 2011) as the financial and social
impact for support persons of cancer survivors (Carey et al., 2012). Use of the less travelling intensive
hypofractionated breast radiotherapy versus conventional breast radiotherapy was recently published as strongly
correlated with the distance to the clinic (Page et al., 2013). Some reports reveal that an average of 20-30% of
North American women forego radiotherapy after receiving lumpectomy (Chuba & Simon, 1997; Malin,
Schuster, Kahn, & Brook, 2002), or choose mastectomy over breast preservation (Tuttle, Habermann, Grund,
Morris, & Virnig, 2007) due to several factors, including age, psychological distress, quality of life concerns, and
cost of undergoing prolonged daily radiotherapy (Dwyer, Hickey, Burmeister, & Burmeister, 2010).
The Swiss health system is based on principles of free demand and supply as well as regulated competition
(Busato & Künzi, 2008). Most services are reimbursed on a fee-for-service system; nevertheless travel costs are
not reimbursed. Chemotherapy is provided as well by oncology wards in hospitals and as by private practices of
medical oncologists and haematologists. Only physicians with dedicated certificates of competence are allowed
to prescribe chemotherapies, in fact almost only medical oncologists and haematologists have these certificates.
Valais is a Swiss alpine canton at the southern border of the country and consists in a main valley and the valleys
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of several feeder rivers. The population of the upper part of the valley speaks German, the population in the
middle and the lower part of the valley speaks French. All cancer treatments are offered in cities in the main
valley. Chemotherapies are offered by the Hôpital du Valais in four different regional sites (Brig, Martigny, Sion,
Sierre), by the Hôpital du Chablais-Riviera in Monthey and by a private practice in Sierre. Eighty-six per cent of
the population has access to chemotherapy within a 30 minute drive. A radio-oncology service is offered in Sion.
A former study emphasized transport issues as a major obstacle to cancer treatment (S. Anchisi & A. Anchisi,
2008). A recent study demonstrated that cancer patients in Valais outline this issue when discussing cancer
treatment as well with their general practitioner as with their medical oncologist (Groux & Szucs, 2013).
We investigated whether all patients who came in February 2012 for consultation or ambulant therapy to one of
the four centres of the Hôpital du Valais or the private practice would theoretically accept to travel more
frequently or further away for a slightly more efficient therapy. The aim was to characterize and quantify the
acceptance to travel further away and to identify groups of patients who probably need particular solutions.
2. Methods
All patients who came in February 2012 for consultation or ambulant treatment to one of the four centres of the
Hôpital du Valais or to the private practice were asked to answer a survey. Exception was made with patients
who came for the first time and didn’t have a diagnosis yet. All patients were asked at least once per centre to fill
out the questionnaire. Patients who were asked twice or more were free to answer again or not. If a patient came
up in two different centres he was asked to answer in both centres. The questionnaire covered several themes as
age, kind of cancer, kind of treatment, how the patient travelled to the centre, how long the travel lasted and six
questions whether the patients would be willing to travel more frequently or further away. These questions were
split in two groups: one for a slightly more efficacious therapy and the other for a therapy with slightly fewer
side effects.
The first group of questions was “if a slightly more efficacious therapy as your actual therapy would exist, would
you be willing to (a) travel more frequently, (b) travel further away and (c) be treated in another canton?” with
the following options to choose (1) No, (2) rather no, (3) rather yes, (4) yes and (5) I don’t know.
The second group of questions was “if a therapy with slightly fewer side effects as your actual therapy would
exist, would you be willing to (a) travel more frequently, (b) travel further away and (c) be treated in another
canton?” with the following options to choose (1) No, (2) rather no, (3) rather yes, (4) yes and (5) I don’t know.
The data were summarized and analyzed using Microsoft Excel and EpiData Analysis (Epidata Association,
Odense, Denmark). Patients with contradictory answers, not living in Valais or not having cancer were excluded.
If a patient answered twice to the questionnaire at the same site only the first questionnaire was taken in
consideration.
The four distance groups (see Table 1) were not homogenous for the language ratio (20% German speaking
patients in group 1, 26% in group 2, 55% in group 3, 84% in group 4). Language is important because the
distance to the next possible site is longer for the German speaking patients as a trip from the unique oncology
ward in the German speaking part (Brig) to the secondary hospital (Sion) lasts 60 minutes while a trip from an
oncology ward in the French speaking part to the secondary hospital lasts only 15 to 30 minutes. Differences in
median age (61 years for group 1, 62 years for group 2, 65 years for group 3 and 65 years for group 4) were
minor. To allow comparisons between distance group data were standardized for language and age. Approval for
the study was obtained from the medical-ethical commission of the canton of Valais.
3. Results
629 questionnaires were handed out from which 619 were collected. 408 different patients participated to the
survey. 323 (79%) different patients answered to all requested questions for this publication (79% of all
participating patients). The patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1, the answers in Table 2.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics
Patient characteristics

Result

Gender
Women
Men
Median age
Age
Youngest patient
Oldest patient
Language
French
German
Distance to treatment centre
Below 15 minutes
Between 15 and 30 minutes
Between 30 and 60 minutes
More than 60 minutes

178 (55%)
145 (45%)
63 years
19 years old
87 years old
218 (67%)
105 German (33%)
130 (40%)
112 (35%)
62 (19%)
19 (6%)

Table 2. Answers of all 323 patients to the question
Question

Answer for a slightly more
efficacious therapy

Answer for a therapy with
slightly fewer side effects

Would you be willing to travel
more frequently
No
Rather No
Rather Yes
Yes
I don’t know
No answer

10 (3%)
27 (8%)
54 (17%)
161 (50%)
38 (12%)
23 (10%)r

19 (6%)
18 (6%)
48 (15%)
152 (47%)
51 (16%)
35 (11%)

Would you be willing to travel
further away
No
Rather No
Rather Yes
Yes
I don’t know
No answer

18 (6%)
32 (10%)
37 (11%)
130 (40%)
25 (8%)
81 (25%)

22 (7%)
28 (9%)
43 (13%)
115 (36%)
28 (9%)
87 (27%)

Would you be willing to be
treated in another canton
No
Rather No
Rather Yes
Yes
I don’t know
No answer

22 (7%)
40 (12%)
37 (12%)
122 (38%)
25 (8%)
77 (24%)

27 (8%)
36 (11%)
35 (11%)
112 (35%)
32 (10%)
81 (25%)

To travel more frequently is well accepted, as a clear majority of patients say yes or rather yes as well to travel
more for a more efficacious therapy (67%) as for a therapy with fewer side effects (62%). Only 46 (16%)
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patients are reluctant or refuse to travel more frequently at least for one of both reasons proposed.
If the positive attitude group is homogenous as 93% of the patients who said yes or rather yes to the question
with “more efficacious” answered also yes to the question with “fewer side effects”, this is not the case within
the negative attitude group as 44% of the patients with a negative attitude to the more efficacious therapy were
positive for the therapy with fewer side effects. Only 18 patients (6%) answer no or rather no to both questions.
To travel further away doesn’t have a clear majority as 51% of the patients say yes to travel further away for a
more efficacious therapy and 49% for a therapy with fewer side effects. 89% of the patients being positive to
travel further for a more efficacious therapy are also positive for a therapy with fewer side effects. Only 60 (19%)
patients are negative to travel further away for at least one reason offered. The homogeneity for negative attitude
is with clearly higher than for travelling more frequently as 32 patients (10%) say no or rather no to both
questions.
The idea to be treated in another canton is still accepted by 50% of the patients for a more efficacious therapy
and 46% for a treatment with fewer side effects. 40% of the patients say yes or rather yes to both questions. 15%
say no or rather no to both questions. The probability to get a double positive answer (91%) or a double negative
answer (88%) is high.
We analysed whether acceptance is influenced by gender, age and distance to the actual treatment place. If no
statistically significant difference can be found for gender, age highly impacts the acceptance (see Figure 1).

below 50 (n=52)

50 to 59 (n=89)

60 to 69 (n=102)

62%
53%
40%
34%
other canton /
fewer side effects

69%
57%
40%
38%
further / fewer side
effects

79%
71%
55%
50%
more / fewer side
effects

71%
54%
44%
36%
other canton /
more efficacious

75%
57%
45%
39%
further / more
efficacious

more / more
efficacious

75%
73%
67%
54%

percentages of acceptance by age group

70 and above (n=80)

Figure 1. Answers by age groups
Acceptance declines with age. To travel more frequently is accepted by all age groups for a more efficacious
therapy, nevertheless the probability of a refusal is statistically significantly higher for patients with an age of 70
years or more compared to patients below 70 years (OR 2.7, 95% CI: 1.3 - 5.7). The acceptance to travel more
for a therapy with slightly fewer side effects drops at 60 years and more (OR 2.9, 95% CI: 1.3 - 6.4), remains
nevertheless positive for a small majority of patients between 60 and 69 whilst patients of 70 and above being
positive to travel more are as numerous as those negative to it. The interrelationship between acceptance and age
is reflected by the median age: patients positive to both options have a median age of 58 years, patients positive
for a therapy with less side effects but not for a more efficacious one have a median age of 60 years, patients
positive for a more efficacious therapy but not for one with less side effects have a median age of 66 years. 66
years is also the median age of patients reluctant to both options.
To travel further away finds a majority of acceptance in patients below 60 but not in patients older than 60,
regardless whether the question was just “further away” or “being treated in another canton”. Median age of
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patients positive to both options is 57 years; median age of patients reluctant to one or both options is 65 years
with no difference in median age whether the patient is only reluctant to travel further away for a more
efficacious therapy, only reluctant for a therapy with fewer side effects or reluctant to both options. Patients
positive to both options for a treatment in another canton have a median age of 58 years, patients positive for a
more efficacious therapy but not for a therapy with fewer side effects have a median age of 59 years, patients
positive for a therapy with fewer side effects but not for a more efficacious therapy have a median age of 63
years and patients reluctant to both options have a median age of 66 years.
The perception of travelling further away is influenced by how much further away this would be compared to the
actual journey. To allow comparison among distance groups the results are therefore adjusted as well for age as
for language (Figure 2).

further / fewer side
effects

distance group 2 (n=112)

distance group 3 (n=62)

distance group 4 (n=19)

95%
other canton / fewer
side effects

48%
51%
57%
66%

more / fewer side
effects

distance group 1 (n=130)

54%
42%
51%

51%
65%
58%
58%

64%
80%

74%

further / more
efficacious

38%

78%
60%
62%
42%

more / more
efficacious

other canton / more
efficacious

80%
73%
61%
53%

percentages of acceptance by distance group

Figure 2. Age-language adjusted results for the distance groups. Distance group 1 equals to less than 15 minutes
for one way, group 2 to 15 to 30 minutes, group 3 to 30 to 60 minutes and group 4 to more than 60 minutes
Acceptance to travel more for a more efficacious therapy rapidly declines with distance whilst distance doesn’t
impact on the acceptance to travel more for a therapy with fewer side effects. If acceptance to travel further away
for a more efficacious therapy declines with distance (from 78% for distance group 1 to 42% for distance group
4) it increases with distance for a therapy with fewer side effects (from 48% for distance group 1 to 66% for
distance group 4). To be treated in another canton is highly accepted by patients of distance group 4 (80% resp.
95% for a more efficacious therapy or a therapy with fewer side effects). For distance group 1 the acceptance is
different whether the treatment would be a more efficacious one or one with fewer side effects, similarly to the
acceptance to travel more.
4. Discussion
The willingness to travel more frequently or further away for a slightly more effective therapy is impacted by age
and distance, whether the increased travel activity would be more journeys to the same place or journeys to
another place and whether the higher effectiveness offered was more efficacy or fewer side effects.
Age is the major impact factor. Younger patients are more open for more or further travelling. Whether this in
linked to a higher mobility, to hope of a higher impact in life expectancy, less metastatic diseases or some other
factors cannot be answered with our data. The acceptance drops dramatically with age. If to travel more is still
accepted by a small majority of elder patients (70 years and above), to travel further away or being treated in
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another canton is refused by a majority of elder patients.
To be treated in another canton is highly accepted by patients already having a long journey (more than an hour).
We assume that the reasons are different for French speaking and German speaking patients. French speaking
patients with such a long journey live close to the French speaking canton of Vaud and get their actual treatment
in Sion because it is not available in a closer oncology ward, mainly radiotherapy. The trip to a hospital in the
canton Vaud including the university hospital in Lausanne wouldn’t last longer than the trip to Sion. As radio
oncology patients are in general younger than chemotherapy the influence of age described above impacts
favourably the willingness to be treated in another canton. For German speaking patients the trip in another
canton would be a treatment in a hospital in the German speaking canton of Berne as alternative to the French
speaking hospitals in Valais. The potentially greater distance, depending in which hospital in the canton of Berne
they would be treated, could be over weighted by the barrier of language.
Whether a higher efficiency was proposed as more efficacy or as fewer side effects wasn’t perceived as equal
solutions by all patients, particularly when the option was to travel more. If acceptance to travel more for a more
efficacious therapy lead very frequently also to acceptance to travel more for fewer side effects, refusal of more
travelling for more efficacy wasn’t linked to refusal of more travelling for fewer side effects and vice-versa. For
patients living close to the oncology ward (less than 15 minutes) a more efficacious therapy was more attractive
than a therapy with fewer side effects when the option was to travel more. This gap disappeared with increasing
distance. When the option was to travel further away acceptance was more favourable for fewer side effects than
for more efficacy for the patients having a long journey (more than an hour). Whether these differences in
acceptance are linked to an increased burden by the journey the longer the journey is should be investigated. The
difference in acceptance in distance group 1 with a better acceptance for travelling more frequently for a more
efficacious therapy but not for a therapy with fewer side effects could be linked to an increased burden by
travelling which over weights the reduced burden by side effects of the therapy.
The study methodology has some limitations, particularly the voluntariness as well to participate to the survey as
to answer to the specific questions of interest for this investigation. Only 207 patients (64%) answered to all
these questions and 1/3 questions get no answer or a “don’t know” answer. Furthermore the wording of the
questions with the imprecise options “more” and “further” lets room for interpretation and does not allow to say
to which extend patients are willing to increase the frequency and the distance of travelling. The options
“slightly more efficacious therapy” and “therapy with slightly fewer side effects” allow as well room for
interpretation. Whether the patient was willing to travel more was answered by 90% (more efficacy) resp. 89%
of the patients (fewer side effects) whilst the percentage dropped to 75%/73% for “travelling further away” and
76%/75% “being treated in another canton”. The first question seemed easy to answer whilst the second and
third caused difficulties. Nevertheless the percentage of patients answering “I don’t know” is lower in question
two and three and leads to a percentage of exploitable answers which is only slightly lower than for the first
question.
5. Conclusion
The willingness to travel more or further away for a slightly more effective therapy is different whether the
increased travel activity would be more journeys to the same place or journeys to another place and whether the
higher effectiveness is more efficacy or fewer side effects. Age is the major factor with impact on the willingness
with a decrease of willingness with increasing age. Distance impacts as well on the willingness, nevertheless
with different consequences whether on one hand the option was to travel more, further away or to be treated in
another canton and on the other hand how much the journey to the actual treatment ward lasted.
General acceptance of travelling further away as a consequence of centralisation of oncology services cannot be
assumed. The difference of acceptance of travelling more to the same place or travelling further away
demonstrate that acceptance is not linked to additional distance per se but to overcome greater global burden of
the therapy, travelling being one of the many side effects of these treatments. Particularly elderly patients are
reluctant to it and will require specific solutions. Our observational study can help to generate hypothesis for
additional research is necessary to understand the reasons for the different reluctances described.
Further analysis of our data is ongoing and will be published separately.
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